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CLASS SPONSORS

MRS. J. M. SHROYER

A EULOGY TO A PERFECT TEACHER
An honor so great and yet not too much for the bearer—the privilege
of being matron of honor was paid Mrs. Marie Kimbrough Bacon, by the
cadets of Company H, and other 12-2 boys of Humes High School. This
is indeed a great honor and the cadets felt that this one teacher should have
that honor. Although small in body, she is larger in character. No one
could wish to have a better friend. She is like a mother to those who are
in constant touch with her. She has taught us the wisdom of being worked
for; she has consoled and symphv.tized with us on all occasions. She has
been an especial friend to the big boys at Humes.
"A perfect woman, nobly planned,
Born to comfort and command."
Deprived of a happy life in her young days, she has tried to regain that
happiness during her teaching years. She has one desire in her heart, and
that is to please every child. Each day she develops a new idea by which
she may help other people. It is a pleasure to know her and to those about
her she will always be a guiding light, each word, each action, a ray to guide
some weak, helpless soul to safe and quiet waters.
She is a person who believes that right is right and not might is right.
It is one of her strongest characteristics and commands a great respect
for her. Though her head carries many gray hairs, she carries a youthful
heart within her body. Her thoughts are always of others, looking for, speak
ing for, and working for the betterment of greater humanity.
Not only out of class, but also in class, has she been a wonderful in
spiration. Always willing to help where she is needed, to advise when possible
and to symphatize at all times. And as a tribute to her I would like
to suggest that she be named the matron of honor as long as she stays at
Humes High School.
But it is beyond the power of man to describe her in her fullest glory.
Yet the greater tribute that I can pay her, that will express to her the feeling
of all that know her, is that she is a bearer of the banner of greater humanity,
and that wherever she goes she will send forth a light that will brighten
the pathway of those who are burdened and oppressed.—Dave Blumberg.
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ELISE ELLISON,
Editor-in-Chief

ANNIE M. PRESCOTT,
Secretary

MARGARET HUMPHREY,
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SENIORS
STAFF

Baseball,
'26-'27'-28-'29
Captain, '29
Football,
'25-'26-'27-'28
Captain, '27
Basketball,
'27-'28-'29
Captain, '28
Pres. H Club
Glee Club
Business Manager
of Herald
Wrestling
MALCOLM AITKEN

Elsie Ellison

Associate Editor

David Blumberg
....L

Malcolm Aitken

Circulation Manager

Doran Jones

Wit and Humor Editor

GOLDEN
SEATS
Most Attractive
Girl in
Who's Who '29
Class Prophet
Class Treasurer
'28
Glee Club
French Club
Girl Reserves,
'28-'29
Entertainment
Committee
Senior Class
Secretary, '26

DORAN JONES
Captain

Who's Who '29
Extemporaneous
Speaker, '29
Basketball,
Baseball,
'27-'28-'29
All-Memphis
Baseball Team
'27-'28
Captain of
All-Memphis, '28

DORAN JONES

Editor-in-Chief ....
Business Manager

ELISE
ELLISON
Best All-Round
Girl, '28-'29
Editor-in-chief
Associate Editor
of Herald, '28'29
Girl Reserve
Basketball
'27-'28-'29
Treasurer, Girl
Reserves, '27
Class Giftorian
Girl Athlet'c
Reporter, '27
Glee Club

Doris Shroyer, James Land, Louis Sides

Sport Editor

:
Class Colors:
Rose and Silver
Class Flower:
American Beauty Rose

Clifford Norvell

NAOMI NORVELL
Vice-President 12-1—
Reporter Typing Club,
'28-29
Basketball Team,
•27-28
Glee Club. '28
Prettiest Girl
Kappa Delta Fashion
Show

CLIFFORD NORVELL
Foutball. '25-26 27-28
Captain Football, '28
Baseball, '26-27-28-29
Basketball, '27-28
Captain Baseball, '28
Sports Editor Senior
Herald
Predident-Vice
President H Club
Wrestling Team, '29

HAZEL CLAIRE
FUSON
Most Popular Girl in
Who's Who, '29
Class Secretary,
12-1-12-2
Drama Workshop
Chairman Invitation
Committee
Vice-President,
10-2-11-1
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Drama Workshop
Program
Chairman
Girl Reserves
Secretary of 9-2
Corresponding
Secretary
Know Your City
Club
Invitation
Committee, 12-2

GEORGE
GREGORY
Football, '28
Basketball '27-'28
Baseball, '28-'29
H Club

DAVID BLUMBERG
Football, '25-26-27-28
Basketball, '26-27
Baseball, '26-28-29
Editor-in-Chief Humes
Debating Team, '28
Lieutenant R. O. T. C.
Major R. O. T. C.. '29
Winner Jim Quinn
Pl-toon Medal, '29

FREIDA WAINMAN
Winner L. C. Humes
Scholarship Award,
10th, 11th, 12-1 Grades
Treasurer 12-2 Class
Salutatorian Senior
Class
Member City Champion
Debating Team, '28-29
State Champion
Debating Team, '29
Smartest Girl in Senior
Who's Who
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SENIORS

RUTH
RICHARTZ
Drama
Workshop, '27
Girl Reserves, '26
Know It our City
Club, '28
Typing Club, '28
Junior Baseball
Team, '28

JAMES E. LAND
Football, '25-26
Basketball, '26
'27-28
Vice-President
"H" Club, '28
Reporter "H"
Club, '29
Editor "Nutty
News"
Bachelor's Club
'26-27-28
Banker, 12-1
12-2

DORIS
SHROYER
Class
Reporter, '28
Secretary 12-1
Class
Wittiest Girl in
Senior Class
President yping
Club
Drama Workshop
Glee Club
Chairman
Publicity
Committee, '29
Grouch

EDWARD COOK
President Chesterfield
Club, '28

Debating Club
Drama Workshop, '28
Junior Football, '28
Tennis, '29

JEWEL CHARLAN
President Class, '25
Winner First, Second
prizes in Sewing work
at Fair, '25
Vice-President
Class, '26
Music Memory
Contest, '26
Member Art Club, '28
Member Girl
Reserves, '29

DORIS
O'CONNOR
Drama Workshop
Commercial Law
Club, '28
Secretary 10-1
Class
Honor Roll
Senior Year
Typing Club, '29
Giver of Advice
to Juniors
dember Financial
Committee

Play
Committee, '29
Advisory
Committee, '29
Valedictorian
Orchestra
Drama Workshop
Debating Club
Smartest Boy
Accompanist
Glee Club
High School
Three Years

LOUIS SIDES

VERE MAE STEIGER

Football, '27-28

Vice-President Girl
Reserves, '26
Girl Reserve
Club, '28-29
Know Your City
Club, '28
Glee Club, '25-27-28-29
Music Memory
Contest, '25

Bachelor's Club
'26-27-28

President 12-1 B
Editor "Nutty News"
Boxing, '28
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ESTHER MAY
HOWELL
Law Club, '28
Girl Reserve, '29

MARY VAUGHN
Secretary "Le
Circle Francais,"
Class

Glee Club, '29

Reporter, '28-'29
Banking

Banquet, '28-29
Property

Committee, '29

Committee

Honor

In Class Play

Banquet, '28-29

EUGENE BENCE
Four Year Science
Work
President Science
Club, '28
Hi-Y Member
'26-27-28-29
Member First Trig
Class, '29
Chairman Senior Play
Committee
Candidate Edison
Contest

PATTIE
HUTCHENS
Cashier, '28-29
Girl Reserves
'26-27-28-29
Vice-President
Girl Reserve
'27-28
Chairman
Entertainment
Class Historian
Honor Banquet
Song Leader Girl
Reserves, '28-29

IRENE DAVIS

MARY EVELYN

Glee Club, '25-26
Orchestra, '29
Typing Club, '28

Glee Club, '27

Trip to Nashville
Orchestra ,'29
With
Reporter 9-1
Class, '25
Secretary Class

HENRY FREEDMAN

BENNIE SOLOMON

One of Three Chosen to

Corporal Second

Compete in Edison

Platoon, '27

Contest at Humes, '29

Science Club, '28

Three Years High

Shop Club, '28

School, '26-29
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Math Wrinkle, '29

Math Three and

Junior Baseball
Team, '28
Dancing Club, '27
Announcer of Art
Club, '28
Goldsmith's
Fashion Show, '27
Secretary 10-1
Class, '27
Member
S. O. I. L.
Sorority, '29

FRANCES HUFFMAN
President 9-2 Class, '26
Art Editor Humes High
Herald, '26-27
Secretary Drama
Workshop, '27
Advisory
Committee, '29
Pres dent Math
Wrinkle, '28
Each Honor Roll
Banquet

RAY

DOROTHY MAE
HAYDEN
Secretary 9-1

Traffic Duty

Drama Workshop

'27-28-29

Science Club, '27

Critic Latin

Girl Reserves

Club, '28

'27-28-29

History Club, '29

Class Play

Glee Club, '26

Class Poet

DORIS HORNSBY
President "Know Your
City" Club, '28
Secretary Girl
Reserves, '29

MARJORIE SEAVEY
Highest Average 9-1
Honor Banquet
Member Glee Club
Reporter "Know Your
City" Club

Member Glee Club

Invitation Committee

Four Years at Humes

Member Girl Reserves
Four Years at Humes

Treasurer Class, '26

u
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ELEANOR
LEDBETTER
Secretary 9-2
English Class
Secretary Tenth
Grade Science
Class
Girl Reserves
Honor Banquet
Commitee Girl
Reserves
Publicity
Committee
Glee Club, '29
In Senior Play
Typing Club, '27

DOROTHY
HOLLAND
Latin Club, '26
Girl Reserves, '27
Typing
Club, '28-29
Glee Club, '29
Typist for
Herald, '28-29
Mystery
Editor, '28-29
Testatrix Senior
Class, '29
Honor Roll
Banquet, '28-29

AMELIA
MASSERANO
Honor Rob
Every Month
President of
Class '25
Secretary of
Class '26
President: of
Class '27
Librarian of
Class '27
Girl Reserve '27
Latin Club '28
Typing Club '29
Glee Club '29
Wrnto PrPpH

ONETA

DAVIS

Drama Workshop
Girl Reserve
President '28
Girl Reserve
Secretary '27
Girl Reserve
Council '29
Art Club '27
Glee Club '29
Honor Banquet
'27-'28-'29
Sewing Contest
Play
Committee '29

J. W. WELLS
Science Club '28
Member Hi-Y
'26-'27-'28-'29
Shop Club
•26-'27-'28
Sergeant of Jim
Quinn Platoon

HARRY
VAUGHN
Treasurer 12-2
Shop Club
Humes entrant in
Edison Contest

BOB JOHNSTON
BERTHA
ALEXANDER
Vice-President
Girl Reserve '27-'29
Secretary
Girl Reserve '28
Typing Contest '27
O'-e Club. '29
Sponsor in
Competitive Drill '29

LUCIA STARKEY

BESS THORNLEY

Treasurer

Glee Club '28-'29

Girl Reserves '29

Girl Reserves '28-'29

Honor Banquet '29

Know Your City '28

Glee Club '29
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Sr. Football '28
Sergeant '26-'27
Lieutenant '28-'29
Sergeant of Arms

CHRISTY C.
HEINZ
Debating Club
English Club

REBECCA BURING
Sewing Club '27
Typing Club '28
Law Club '28
Honor banquet 1V2. yrs.
Science Club '27

MORRIS
ZISKIND
Band '27-'28-'29
First Lieut. '29
Math Club '29
Trig. Class '29

MAURICE A.
NOTOWlCH
Treasurer Chesterfield
Club
Cheer Leader '28
Glee Club
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WHO'S WHO

WHO'S WHO

BEST ALL 'ROUND

PRETTIEST GIRL
BEST LOOKING BOY

0
NAOMI NORVELL

MALCOLM AITKEN

WITTIEST
MOST POPULAR

HAZEL FUSON

JAMES LAND

MOST

GOLDEN SEATS

SMARTEST

ATTRACTIVE

DORAN JONES

FRIEDA
WAINMAN

BEVERLY
QUEKEMEYER
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SENIORS' FAREWELL

OUR MOTTO

We bid farewell to all the familiar scenes with which we have been
associated during our four years within Humes' halls, and we are truly
sorry to leave. We say goodbye to our campus and to all the good times we
have had on its green ward and in dear old Humes High. We say adieu
to our instructors who have given their best to us, and to whom we owe the
greatest part of our learning. We bid farewell to the building, to the audi
torium, to the lunchroom, to the glee club. The class of '29 will be the
class to graduate in June. We shall always carry a vivid picture of the school
with us. We say farewell to our classmates sorrowfully; for after all, the
association with the girls and boys who are our own age and who are doing
the same work that we are doing, is a valuable asset which we receive while
in school. All of this is Humes—the campus, the teachers, the building, and
the girls and boys—and to this we must say, "Farewell."
Life, figuratively speaking, is just about to begin, and we thank our
alma mater for all she has contributed in preparing us for the future re
sponsibilities. We are sorry to leave Humes, and yet we are eager to be out
in the world.
"Standing with reluctant feet,
Where the brook and river meet;
Womanhood and childhood sweet!"
We are reluctant to leave; we feel and deeply appreciate all that Humes
has done, and again we bid, "Farewell."
VERA MAE STEIGER.

"Give to the world the best you have and the best will come back to you."
If you go into a thing put the very best you have into it and you will
receive the best in return. Success is attained only by putting forth your
very best effort.
Take for instance, our great American general, George Washington. He
received a great many honors during his life for the brave things he did
and now that he is gone his deeds live on and we still pay'tribute to his
memory.
The June class of '29 has tried to live up to this motto, and it is our
sincere wish that we will not forget it when we go out into the world, but
that we let it be our guiding star to success as the years go on.
If we give to the world the best we have, the giving requires that we
be sincere, honest with ourselves and our fellowman, loyal, just and true.
What better motto could a class possibly have? What higher good
to work toward? Or what bigger things to do, than just to abide by the
tenets of the motto that we have made for ourselves?
The following of this ideal does not require that we work for publicity
and applause, but just the reverse. We must remember the old proverb, that
"still water runs deep," and very often the people who are most modest
and retiring are the very ones who do the big things in the world.
MARY VAUGHN.

OUR GIFT
The seniors of June, 1929 take great pleasure in presenting to the
school a statue of the Amazon after Polyclitus.
Polyclitus of Argos who with Myron and Phidias, makes up the triad of
great Greek sculptors, was the author of a collossal statue of Hera, which we
do not know, and of several bronze statues, copies of which have come down
to us.
The ancients noted as a distinguishing characteristic of Polyclitus'
statues that they supported the weight of the body on a single foot. This
again marks an emancipation, the credit of which belongs to the Greek art
of the fifth century. In Egypt, in Assyria, in primitive Greek art, all figures
in the round or in relief plant both feet on the ground; the tradition is still
observed in the pediments of Aegina. This heavy attiutde was first discarded
in the treatment of figures in motion, like Myron's Descobo'.us; but it was
Polyclitus who seems to have introduced the attitude we may describe as
"standing with one foot free." The most beautiful example we can point
to is the bronze figure of an Amazon formerly at Ephesus, of which there
are several copies in marble. The type of these masculine heroines was a
favorite one with Greek artists of the fifth century, because of the old
legends which represented then as coming from Asia to measure them
selves against the Greeks; the combats of the Greeks and the Amazons were
a transparent allusion to the great struggle of the Greeks against the Per-

OUR CREED
"We believe in living well, laughing often and loving much."
Our creed embodies all that should make each life rich and fruitful.
To live well is to be able to accept all that will add to one's life, to be
able to recognize what will bring one nearer t oone's goal and to discard
all that is detrimental and all that will eventually bring ruin and unhappiness. To live we'l means to glean the best from life and to use it in
the best way.
Life cannot be complete unless there is laughter among the tears. A
smile, a cheery word, will light your way into the hearts of your fellowmen.
A laugh will help one over many a heartache. Laughter is the rainbow
that comes after darkness and despair. It lights your way and the way of
those about you.
The last part, loving much, is the cu'mination of what should make a life
all that it should be. It is the commandment of the Master. No matter
how complete a life may seem, it ^cannot be full without love. A love that
is willing to help a fallen brother, that is not selfish and that thinks last
of self, is the only thing that will make one willing to sacrifice for someone
else. Love is that which fills each life and brings peace, joy and content
ment. A life that has been spent in loving service for others will be re
membered, revered and respected.
A life that contains the ability to live well, laugh and love, will be
one that is the most joy to oneself and to others.
AMELIA MASSERANO.
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HALL LIZARDS

ADVICE TO THE JUNIORS

It is a well-known fact that around pools and cpeeks there are often
found creatures known as lizards. Lizards are rather gooey, slippery, slimy
things and naturally one would expect them around damp places. But,
do you know that there is a certain class of lizards in a perfectly dry,
beautiful place. Instead of crawling on their stomaches, these lizards crawl
around on two legs that hold them absolutely upright. These lizards aren't
water lizards. Not at all. They are hall lizards and they exist in Humes High

Juniors of Humes High School:
Now that we, the most outstanding senior class of Humes High School
have reached the end of our school careers, it behooves us to leave with you
a word of much needed advice.
Heretofore, insignificants, our word has been law, but now the time has
come when feeble brains must function for themselves. Under our guidance
you have developed into what may some day be worthy of being called man.
We have done our best by you—we have advised you in your trials and
tribulations; helped to overcome your narrowness and let you profit in every
way, by our deep experience.
It is with tears in our eyes that we prepare to leave dear Old Humes High,
and go forth into the great Outside world. Our grief is made more intense
by the knowledge that we are leaving you poor defenseless little babes un
protected in this great institution. You have much to learn—and we hope
that you have observed us closely and profited by your observations. We
cannot say that we hope you have profited by our mistakes—for we have
made none,
Through toil and study we have attained the heights—and we can only
say that we wish you the greatest success possible for a class succeeding the
one Of June, 1929.
This is written faithfully to those we leave behind.
DORIS, O'CONNOR.

School.
These hall lizards are of many species. Some are lounging lizards, some
strolling lizards, and queer as it may seem, some are love lizards. The first type
of lounging lizards are those who don't seem to have any backbone. They
just literally fall all over the lockers. They haven't strength to move. Just
stand at the lockers all day, mooning around, without strength to move.
When the bell rings and they have to go to class, they walk as if with lead
weights on their feet, and they cast long, lingering, loving looks at the dear
lockers and halls that they must leave for forty minutes.
The strolling lizards are more numerous than the lounging lizards. In
a way they might almost be classified under the same head. Strolling lizards
must necessarily have strong legs and inventive minds. The inventive minds
are necessary for alibis, in order to be able to stroll. The way to tell a
strolling lizard from a lounging lizard is to watch him when he comes in to
the class room. Up he runs to that very dignified person who rules the class
room, whispers something into her ear, and out he runs. He is seen no more
in that room for the rest of the day, but he is seen—in the halls. Strolling
up and down, down and up, into this room, out of that one, always on the
go. Every forty minutes, he goes through the same little stunt, but every
time with a different alibi. Strolling lizards are certainly great lizards.
And now comes the little love birds of the great lizard family. These
love lizards can easily be told. They go in couples, of course a man lizard
and a lady lizard. Every time they pass each other in the great hall, they cast
at each other such loving looks, so sweet, so full of meaning. These love
lizards are to be seen in class rooms, always sitting near each other. But in
the halls comes the great detection of hall love lizards.
They have certain little nooks and crannies where they hold tryst. For
instance there are trysting places on the third floor in the little hall
that runs east and west on the south side of the building. There are any
number that are found in the hall running north and south. These lizards
stand near each other, usually hanging on to a locker for support, gazing
deeply into each other's eyes. Ah, love lizards have the saddest, sweetest
lives of all.
There may be many other types of the lizard family that I have not
mentioned.
Moral—Lizards are interseting species and should be carefully studied.
FREIDA WAINMAN.

IDEALS
However hard you task may be,
United effort will win you'll see.
Many have tried and found it best,
Even if the task was one to detest—
So always keep trying and you will find
Honor can be pursued in any "line."
Intelligence is very essential these days,
Going along on life's pathways;
Higher ideals should be cur guide—
Swinging along in the midst of the tide.
Courage to battle fof what is best
Holds good for all, whatever the test;
Only do what you know is right,
Others have won the important fight—
Look for the best and 'twill soon be in sight.
—JEWEL CHARLAN.
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PROPHECY OF THE JUNE 1929 CLASS
Program broadcasted from station H-U-M-E-S in the year of our Lord,
1935—Announcer—Golden Seats.
Before the station anouncements we shall have a most entertaining
program by former students of Humes. It has been planned and obtained,
under auspices of Irene Davis and Maurice Notowich, famous charity workers.
Owing to the good fortune and wonderful inventions we may now observe
the performer as lifelike as if he were in person.
We owe the improvement and promotion of this marvelous invention to
Eugene Bence, greatest scientist of the day, also some credit must be given
to his loving wife, Lucia Starkey.
The first number will be a song and dance special by "Rose and Silver
Ensemble."
Solo numbers will be rendered by: Vera Mae Steiger, Bessie Thornley,
Dorothy Bunnell and Doris Hornsby, assisted by Mr. Beverly Quekemeyer
at the piano, and Elearnor Ledbetter with her angelic voice.
Edward Cook will now give an educating talk on "Why His Shoe Stores
Have Proved Such a Wonderful Success."
We have just had a request from "Balloon" Wells, heavyweight champ
ion to play, "You Wouldn't Fool Me, Would You?" This will be dedicated
to Miss Elsie Ellison, a renowned doctor—Baby specialist. She is one
af those women who thinks she is too good for any man. In this she is right,
but she got left.
The next delightful thing on our program is a group of complicated
readings rendered by the Shroyer School of Expression. Those who partici
pate are: Rebecca Buring, Esther Mae Howell and Mary Evelyn Ray.
Ruth Richartz, the woman daredevil driver who drives a "welcome"
wagon here, requests "Home, Sweet Home."
Malcolm "Swede" Aitken, now a great player on the U. T. football team,
will now favor us with a solo.
Doran Jones, that attractive thing, is now foreman down at Grants!
He'll give a talk on "How to Attain Success in Life."
James Land of the Land Tire Company, will give a talk on "Symptoms
of Love" and "Those High School Memories." Oh! Hoghead.
Jewel Charlan, a famous Broadway star, will now do the Hula dance
and then play, "I Want'ta be Loved by You."—Dedicated to Clifford Norvell.
Louis Sides and James Land will sing "Sonny Boy," as given in Humes
auditorium, Christmas, 1928.
Dave Blumberg, former president of the June, 1929 class, is now barker
at Georgia Tech. He will he heard in a lecture entitled: "The Advantages to
be Derived from Cutting School After Winning a Debate."
Dorothy Mae Hayden and Bennie Solomon, now married—each famous
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in the graduating class of June, 1929, requests, "Things That Remind Me of
You."
Morris Ziskind, a great baritone player in the Salvation Army Band,
will now render a solo.
Frieda Wainman, coach of the debating club at the University of Wis
consin, will give a talk on, "Why Women Debaters are Better Than Men."
Frances Huffman and Oneta Davis have an artists' studio in Greenwich
Village. A lovely, famous screen star, Mary Vaughn, often poses for them.
They will give several sketches.
Clifford Norvell will now tell us about his wonderful Norvell Table. He
is a manual training teacher at Pope School.
George Gregory, that divine dancer of the 1929 class, will now demon
strate that fantastic "Kansas City Drag". His partner for the evening will
be Patty Hutchens.
Bernice Trout with her gymnasium class will favor us with the Hamberg
drill.
Miss Naomi Norvell, that magnetic young lady of June, 1929 class,
requests that soul rendering new hit, "What Migh Have Been!" This piece
will be dedicated to Mr. Bertram Hoefer. She is now visiting Doris O'Connor,
at her home on Long Island. Miss O'Conner has married a wealthy New York
broker.
Mr. Bob Johnston has just entered with a little rosy-cheeked girl and boy.
They resemble their father so much.
Amelia Masserano, a piano concert player, still has that wicked way
with men. "She's Funny That Way."
Marjorie Seavey—if you remember the petite blond who was so bored
during French class—well she is married and dedicated the next number to
her dear husband.
Maxyne McLendon, that sweet thing, will give a talk on "The Privilege
of Women Changing Their Mind as Well as Men." She runs a day nursery
for those dear sons and daughters of former students of Humes.
Mary O'Donnell will now do the Spanish Tango with Harry Vaughn as
her partner.
Dorothy Holland is a critic of the National Board of Censors. Very
natural being critical.
Last, but not least, on our program are a few ardent mad love scenes
by that renowned star, Henry Freidman, the only successor of that wonderful
screen lover, John Gilbert. These scenes will be performed or enacted with
the aid of Miss Hazel Claire Fuson.
GOLDEN SEATS.
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SENIOR'S DIARY
MARCH 1
Dear Diary:
Whoopee! Our first senior party over at Maxytie's, and what a party!
We. played bunco, and then danced. One of our sub-basketball players,
Doty Jones, fell hard tonight. Gosh, I hope this will last, his affairs Usually
don't.
Some people get all the lucky breaks. Jim Hooper and Vernon Hartley
came over after Elise and Golden, and I wish you could have seen Elise's
face. Ask her what she told Dody when Jim came in. I eould tell she was
tickled. Well it's one P. M., and tomorrow is my busy day so—Adieu.
APRIL 26
Dear Diary:
Oneta Davis and her cousin, Evelyn Davis, from Bartlett, entertained us
tonight with a dance at Woodman's hall. Only one really exciting thing
happened, and that was when our senior president, Dave Blumberg, became
intoxicated. I have laughed too much already, but to think of h'm makes
me want to laugh more. He was a scream. Before the orchestra arrived
he played the drum, then he and Elise played pop-the-whip. A crowd joined
them, and Amelia Masserano fell down. When the orchestra got there, Dave
began to sing, and honestly, everyone had to threaten to leave before he
would stop.
Two of our senior girls decided to dance together, so they began dancing
and fell down. LaUgh? Oh my goodness, it was terrible! Everybody stopped
dancing to laugh.
I hope I'll have just as good a time at the next party, and I surely thank
Oneta.
Oh! I forgot! Dave was intoxicated with fun not liquOr.
Goodnight Diary, and don't tell any of my secrets.
MAY 3
"Dear Diary:
Today has really been a red letter day. "Senior Day" is planned for
a good time, and we really had one. Everyone came in costume dressed to
represent some nation. There were Spaniards, old fashioned people, Scotch
men, Mexicans, Russians, Irish, English, Dutch, sailors, gypsies, Italians, and
every other kind of people represented. Several of the costumes were a bit
daring, but this tended to make things more interesting. We had to parade
across the stage in order to give the students something to laugh at and rest
their minds.
We went to Pantages to see Reginald Denny in "Clear the Decks."
I have never eaten so much candy in all my life.
Our poor sailor lad was absolutely surrounded by ladies and covered up
with candy. 'Tis a shame how a sailor draws women.
Ruth Richartz gave us a party that night, and we really had a "spiffy"
time. We danced in a barn and had three negroes to play for us. Prizes
were awarded for the best dressed boy and girl, and guess who won! Henry
Freidman and Maxyne McLendon. Doty certainly was jealous. Naomi Nor-
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veil and an outside boy won the prize fox-trot, and I heard her say the
other day that she had a date with him later. Someone tell Bert I hope
it won't last.
I was surprised at our Amelia tonight. She had a date with Monk.
Thrills! And the awful part is that she went out walking or riding with him
while everyone was dancing. They stayed away so long we had to send for
them.
j A.: |
One of our girls seems to bring a good many extra Doys. It's a great
help if only they would make the rounds and not dance with her friends only.
One young lady, especially, who came late, seemed to have made a hit with
one or two of these boys. J. M, didn't appear to like it, and we may hear
more about it yet.
We had grand ice cream and cake tonight, and everyone, even those
who didn't dance had a good time.
I wonder why Dorothy Holland dosen't come to any of our parties. I
heard Monk teasing her about some boy outside of school, who is probably oc
cupying her Friday nights.
This is enough, and anyway I'm sleepy—so goodnight.
MAY 10
Dear Diary:
The Phi Theta Sigma Sorority entertained our class tonight at Maxyne
McLendon's home. Farris' orchestra played for us, and they were really
good.
'
j ^
I was actually shocked at Malcolm. Usually he dosen't dance, but to
night he danced everywhere, especially on people's feet. I hope he'll dance
again some time when there's not such a crowd.
Several of the girls had new dates tonight and seemed engrossed in
them. I noticed several couples either out walking around or dancing on
the front porch. Poor shoes, but some people don't seem to mind.
I noticed two Spanish shawls in evidence. They must be new, anyway
they were pretty, and I suppose I'll have to get one.
After the departure of the orchestra, we turned on the radio, and some
of the crowd stayed until almost one o'clock. I had to leave earlier, but it's
1:30, and I'm signing off.
MAY 14
Dear Diary:
Some of the girls went to Tunica with the boys today, and I made a
special effort to learn all about what they did. I think Elise mustered up
courage to ask for all of them, and Miss Richardson consented. Wasn't that
lovely of her?
They went in Masscerano's car with the chauffeur driving. I thing there
were Amelia, Elise, Doris Shroyer, Lucia, Maxyne and Miss Gathings. They
got out of school at 12:15, the lucky things, and got down to Tunica about
1:30.
The game didn't start until 3:30, and they had all that time to waste.
I was told that Doris flirted outrageously, but 'surely our Doris wouldn't do
anything like that. Anyway they had to rush back to town for Doris' date
and couldn't stay as long as the boys stayed.
Gee, I hope I can go with them next time—anyway sitting up longer
won't help things out—so bon soir tout le monde.
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MAY 17
Dear Diary:
I had the grandest time at Doris's dance tonight. It was outside on the
smoothest concrete; we had hats, balloons, horns, confetti, and everything
that goes with it. The orchestra was grand, and everyone was in the right
mood to dance.
Some of the boys, namely: Cliff, Malcolm, Leroy, Jimmie Douglas and
J. M. Dills, seemed to prefer wrestling to dancing. I can't see the difference
for Cliff and Malcolm, in wrestling and dancing.
Dave and Freida came late tonight, and since they didn't dance, I be
lieve Dave came to show off his new gained medal. Of course, everyone
gathered around and congratulated him, but he expected that or otherwise
why should he have come? Cat.
Naomi seemed to have a good time with other of her admirers there.
Usually a fuss results, but she has unusually quiet suitors.
Rebecca Atkins, one of our last year seniors, came and I really think die
had a good time, judging from the rush she got.
I was glad to see Mr. and Mrs. Fuson there. Mrs. Fuson and Mrs.
Shroyer are our sponsors and are always welcome on every occasion. It was
rumored, however, that Mrs. Fuson came to take care of Hazel. Some
times we think she needs taking care of.
ELISE ELLISON.

SENIOR GROUCH
Doris Shroyer
Oh! What a sputtering failure they turned out to be! Though they
were going to be so much, broadcasting their importance and then just
naturally didn't show up when the pistol was shot. Acted like a bunch of
horses and ran every way but the right one. There's no mistaking the dumb
ness of those June seniors.
And such high ambitions. One boy breaks out with a "I'm going to
be a street cleaner, I know I can hold that down," and that's about as
high as any of them aspire. As for "hitching their wagon to a star," they
don't bother to even have wheels let alone a wagon.
Why that chain gang has done nothing but lose things every since they
became 12-2's. Debates, championships, R. O. T. C. activities, and all, came
under the heading of impossibilities to them.
And conceited? Lord help 'em. They didn't even put their own home
room teacher's picture in the Herald, because they were so afraid their pic
tures wouldn't have enough space.
What a fine shining, illumined example they aj?e—not. Not an honest
to goodness sport in the whole class. Neither is there a one that has enough
brains scattered among the sawdust in their blocks, to make the honor roll,
let alone the banquet. Seems like they would too, because if there's any
thing they love, it is to get something for nothing.
And so if the rest of the Humes' students don't show a little sense and
catch the drift of just how I mean this to be taken, we'll have other dumb
senior class to look forward to.
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THE SONG OF SPRING

The spring of springs is here today,
Because the flowers are bright and gay;
And e'en the birds have naught to fear
The snow has gone for another year.
A brook o'er meadow is gently flowing;
Its waters in the sunlight glowing,
And as it ripples a song of cheer,
Its message is heard both far and near.
When you have gazed upon the scene
Where peace and joy e'er reign supreme—
This song of gladness, hope and cheer,
May carry thee through another year.
A TREE

I wonder why a tree in summer wears
Amid its pretty boughs a pretty nest.
Why does it stand so straight mid all its cares,
When it frcm all its burdens could find rest.
Why does it make alone so brave a fight
Against the rain and wind; the ice and snow
When from this weary world it could find flight;
I wonder why it stays to shade us so?
It is because God had a task in mind,
When He. this universe, did once create;
For every living thing and human kind
To do? O that I might have as great
A will to stand as straight mid all life's pain
And do for God the task He's made so plain.
BEVERLY QUEKEMEYER.
SENIOR

Humes' seniors are a worthy bunch,
They have brought our school a name
And each and every other hunch
They get is sure to bring more fame.
Dave and Doran, Freida, too,
We will all stand right by you,
Because we know you've brought good luck
To Humes High School.
—DOROTHY YATES.
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CLASS HISTORY
Once upon a time as all good histories should begin, there was organized
in 1925, at Humes High School, four divisions of a 9-1 class, gathered from
the schools of Pope, Guthrie, Gordon, Merrill, Leath, Christine and Maury.
Gradually, as time went on, the sheep were separated from the goats,
the latter dropped out or were disposed of elsewhere. The remaining sheep
were divided in their 9-2 year into two classes.
The ranks of this group were further diminished the next year, and by
the time they reached the 10.-1 and 10-2 classes they were apportioned and
divided into another two groups.
When they reached the status of 11-1's and 11-2's, they still occupied
two rooms.
At the stage of 12-1 growth the class was again divided and on the
home run their 49 members became re-united.
After they had launched forth on their voyage, they found the sea rough
at intervals, and there were occasional storms, but at other times nothing was
more peaceful than a day on their decks.
The checkered careers followed by some of these pupils, the hair-breadth
escapes, the thrilling adventures, and the marvelous rcords, have never
been approached in the wild dreams of Conan Doyle or the modern S. S. Van
Dine.
Through the four years' voyage to graduation the life boats have been
kept in constant readiness to go to the aid of Louis Sides and Dorothy Mae
Hayden, as they made their perilous journey through the gales of the English
Sea.
The renowed president of this struggling group—the captain of the
ship—fell overboard on the reef of modern science, but was caught in time
and dragged back, when his feeble efforts were strengthened by the life
guards until he at last anchored within the harbor.
Only because one director commanded the waves to become shallow on
the Continental Shelf of Geometry, was Bob Johnston ever able to wade to
the mainland.
In their last year, when things were going well with them, the 12-2
class was startled one morning to reading headlines in the morning edition of
the Commercial Appeal giving the following news items:
Memphis Boy Kidnapped by Movie Star—Blackmail Feared—Beverly
Quekmeyer when rescued by police, refuses to return home—family sorely
grieved, but later became reconciled.
Hardly had the class composed themselves when the Evening Appeal
appeared the same day bearing the startling anouncements:
12-2 Baby Returned to Owners—Found wandering in the vicinity
pf Erin High School, but on finding credits not to taste, Mary Evelyn Ray,
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youngest member of class, willingly returns to Humes where work counts
toward diplomas—Great was the rejoicing thereof.
Eugene Bence, after a fitful career, and many heart to heart talks,
was rewarded for deeds of chivalry by being told his adoption papers would
soon be in the hands of one of his teachers and that his future was absolutely
assured as the teacher needs a chauffeur.
A 12-2 student, Ben Solomon by name, was found just in time early
one morning and rescued by the two Morrises, Ziskind and Notowich, from
the rigging of a vessel in which he had hanged himself.
It was said on good authority, that too deep a cogitation on problems
metaphysical and psychological had caused a temporary derangement dur
ing which Solomon had attempted his life. He seemed none the worse for the
experience, when seen a few days later.
Doran Jones and Ben Solomon caused undue excitement on board the
Steamer Humes when they declared themselves determined to fight a duel
as to which one was the more popular boy.
Doran said 'twas his
fore-ordained right because he was adjudges the most attractive man in
the class, and Ben said 'twas not so, that his was a prior claim, dating
from Biblical times when his illustrious ancestors had established the prece
dent. The issue has not been settled.
Of narrow escapes there have been enormous numbers. Ed Cook, who
made a trip to Mobile, became so studiously inclined while there that he
spent all of his time in the pleasing prospect of training his memory and
likewise his speech on the engrossing subject of "Little Women"—are all the
girls little women in Mobile, I wonder?
Ed was finally rescued and brought back in time for the school play.
One of our number, Naomi Norvell was lost on the first stretch of
the journey—she fell overboard but was later found and rescued from the
Island of History, when she had sought refuge from sharks. Naomi, due to
her chief sailors, was enabled to make a sufficient collection of credits from
the various institutions that she had patronized, so that in the end she
exchanged her wares for the coveted diploma.
Bertha Alexander narrowly avoided what might have been a serious
accident, when she was seized with an attack of stopping suddenly in every
corner she passed, and of remaining there in a stationary position until
pulled away. She was missed on several occasions, when the passengers
visited foreign ports, and a special searching party had to be appointed in
order to help her break this habit—she later acknowledged the habit had been
acquired by standing in the third floor hall at Humes waiting for Velt Jones.
Lucia Starkey has been on the point of having several word combats
with her classmates because they refuse to let Henry Freidman alone. She
states that after she receives her diploma she will have no fear of losing
Henry.
Time nad space forbid my going into further detail concerning the
history of this most interesting class—suffice it to say each member is
outstanding in his own walk of life, a law unto himself, an apostle of his
alma mater, and a shining example of the onward march of the present
day civilization.
PATTIE HUTCHENS.
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HUMES HOROSCOPE
NAME
Frieda Wainman
Esther Mae Howell
Dorothy Mae Hayden .
Jewel Charlan
Vera Mae Steiger
Mary Vaughn
Bertha Alexander
Lucia Starkey
Bessie Thornley
Doris Hornsby
Marjorie Seavey
Ruth Riehartz
Mary O'Donnell
Bernice Trout
Francis Huffman
Pattie Hutchins
—„
Mary Evelyn Ray
Malcolm Aitken
Clifford Norvell
Louis Sides
James Land
<
George Gregory
David Blumberg
Robert Johnson
J. W. Wells
Doran Jones
Harry Vaughn
Bennie Solomon
Maurice Notowich
Morris Ziskind
Edward Cook
Beverly Quekemeyer ...
Eugene Bence
Henry Freedman
Christian Heinz
Rebeccah Buring
Dorothy Burnell
Amelia Masserano
Irene Davis
Oneta Davis
Dorothy Holland
Doris Shroyer
Doris O'Connor
Hazel Fuson
Golden Seats
Eleanor Ledbetter
Maxyne McLendon
Elise Ellison
Naomi Norvell

Known As
."Fife"
,
."Dessie"
."Dotsie Mae" .
"Billie"
."Jimmie"
"Mary Ann" ...
."Bert"
."Doots"
"Bess"
."Bobby"
-: :Midge"
."Budy"
."Mary Lou" ...
.."Bernie"
.."Frank"
"Pat"
."Baby Ray"
"Swede"
. "Nurmi"
. "Harvey"
"Jim"
• "Big S"
"Bob"
."Ton"
."Dody"
."Harry"
."Miltidies"
."Rusty"
."Zeke"
."Eddie"
."Quack"
."Gene"
."Sleuth"
."Christie"
"Becky"
"Dot"
. "Melia"
"Buna"
.."Ben"
"Dot"
."Die"
.."Ditto"
."Frenchie"
."Goldie"
"Patsy"
. "Net" .,
."Sweet Child"
."Babe" ...;

£ Fame Rests On
Appearance
GREATEST AMBITION
Famous Sayings
...Mitelligence
Ambitious ....:
«
To act on Broadway
.."Who! Me?"
...#rimness
Elegant
To be a playwright
."My lands"
...Scientific inclination ..Lazy
To nurse our football injured heroes
.."Well, I'll be"
Feet
Mischievous
To improve Dorsey
.."My cow"
;
Hair
Pretty
To get in the movies
.."The nerve of some folks' children
. ..Friendliness
Dainty
To be Mrs. R. McD.
Stickability
Lovable
To always be near V. J.
.."Ain't that terrible" .
Red hair
Loquacious
To take up slips every day, every period
.."Oh, I can't do that"
Almond-shaped eyes ....Sleepy
To keep that schoolgirl complexion
.."I don't want to"
Buster Brown bob
Tom boy
To go to a dance every night
.."I think as much"
.....Blondex
Serious
To hold L. B.
..."Christmas"
Generosity
Mannishness
To drive a car all day for the rest of her life
.."I'm too stingy"
Tennis
Quietness
To play a drum in Coon Sanders' orchestra
..."All right, Johnnie" .
Determination
Soberness
To teach like Miss England
..."Silence"
Geometry
Smart
To be as smart as Louise
..."In a minute" ....
Boyish bob
Cynical
To fall in love
..."Are you going 1 o bank?"
Size
Solemn
To make a 10 in physics
..."You're as crazy s is heck" ..
-Hair
"Greek god"
To fall in love
..."Quit lying"
Football
Athletic
To flirt
..."Hot kernels"
Wise cracks
Lazy
-...To out-talk Mrs. Green
..."Tight like that"
Popularity
Witty
To win Hazel
..."Hot pepper"
Girls
Good-natured
To be popular
..."How about it?"
Leadership
Pleasing
To be a "Red Grange"
..."Let's have more order"
Blushes
Attractive
To marry L. C.
..." 'Tain't so, honey"
- Width
Plump
To be a mayor
..."Oh, gee! I thought I'd die"
Pitching
Collegiate
To get in the big leagues
.."Dern"
Smartness
.'
Scholarly
To be a mathematician
.."Nothing"
Stuttering
Funny
To argue
..."Just as you say"
Rusty hair
.....Foolish
To be a lady's man
.."Two bits open"
Math
Studious
To marry Mamie
.."I pass"
Acting
Cute
To go in the talkies
..."Let's get serious"
Music
Timid
To be a great musician
."My cow above"
Science
Dignified
Science teacher
..."Lem'me see"
Arguing
Scientific
To be a bacteriologist
..."Let's get the chemistry bible" ...
Keeping quiet
Wise
To be a civil engineer
..."Yumping yimminy"
Size
Petite
To take a good picture
..."Too quiet to talk"
Tidy
To have dates
Demureness ...
..."Oh, boy! and how!"
Neat
To talk to Monk
Hair
..."That Lee Roy"
Musical
-i-J.To be a member of P.-T. A.
..."Me too"
-—
Stunning
.............To vamp Dody
Good grades .
..."Good grief"
Talkative
To sleep
'yping
..."You're a pain in the neck"
Cute
To go with Tom
..."Ab-so-lutely"
Ixpression
Jolly
To keep up with Doris S.
..."Hope to sit on a tack and hatch a ai#*
.bility to string boys....Dreamy
To be popular
..."You do, too"
'Close-fitting
dresses
.
..Attractive
To outshine all the girls
..."You look darling in that"
...Business sense
Pleasant
To be a singer
..."Good lands"
... Short dresses
Stylish
To ride in an Oakland
..."That's cute"
...Disposition
Athletic
To succeed with Herald
..."Yeah?"
Eyes
Magnetic
To make a succes of Phi Theta Sigma
..."Bert"

I
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
We, the class of June, one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-nine,
A. D., of Humes High School, city of Memphis, County of Shelby, State of
Tennessee, being of perfect sense and memory, in our own opinion at least,
though there be those who think otherwise; and being about to depart this
life, as our teachers do hereby assure us, there being no help for us, do make,
ordain and publish this, our last will and testament, as follows:
Item I
We do make our brilliant, but worthless sons, the junior class, heirs to
all our personal property not hereinafter deposed of, and all our useful
but unused textbook, namely: The science book of David Blumberg that
has lain in the window in 308 all term; book of Naomi's that she couldn't find
and didn't look for; the physics texts that Pattie, Freida and Mary carried
under their arms "for the looks of things;" the class history that was plagia
rised by Pattie Hutchens; and all the unmentionables of the senior class.
Item II
We bequeath to our beloved principal, Mr. Ragsdale, the future senior
classes, hoping that they may always approach the standard set by the class
of June, '29.
Item III
To Miss Richardson, Miss Annie Mae Prescott and Miss Gathings, we
grant the right and privilege in the absence of our president, Dave Blum
berg, of advising the wayward pupils of Humes high School.
Item IV
Speaking in behalf of our individual members, we do hereby will and be
queath the following:
Item V
To Andrew Minardi, Dave Blumberg wills the responsibility of being
senior president, hoping he will have.more success in keeping the next seniors
quiet.
Item VI
D. M. Hayden and Jimmie Land reluctantly bequeath their trysting place,
that of the third floor halls, to Alice Howell and Louis Beckendorf.
Item VII
Malcolm Aitken, after much persuading, consents to leave his "beautiful
curls" and his "movie profile" to Burnie Byall.
Item VIII
Irene Davis wills her leading roles in the Cynthia Milk Fund plays to
Fannie Goldberg.
Item IX
Mary Evelyn Ray does will and bequeath her "make up box" to one who
needs it—Esther Culwell.
Item X
Bennie Solomon wills his oratorical ability to Izzy Karchmer.
Item XI
Doty Jones wishes to have his "sales talk" on tickets remain in the
family, so he hereby bequeaths it to his brother, Velt Jones.
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Item XII
Jewel Charlan and Vera Mae Stieger will their enthusiasm and school
spirit, especially in baseball games, to Ruth Furr and Mary Boulware.
Item XIII
George Gregory bequeaths his "way with women" to Bud Bonner.
Item XIV
Sleuth Freidman leaves all his favorite disguises and theories to John
Miller, so that he may not be found skipping classes.
Item XV
Elise Ellison gives up all claim to Jimmie Hooper to Laverne Sanford.
Item XVI
J. W. Wells does will and bequeath his most prominent place on the
baseball team to Charles Conley.
Item XVII
Esther Mae and Freida bequeath their "B's" in deportment to Eugenia
Crutchfield.
Item XVIII
Ed Cook leaves his advertisement, physique and actor's ability to Bill
Riker.
Item XIX
Eleanor L. willingly leaves her ample waistline to Lena O'Mell with the
privision that she dosen't eat too much.
Item XX
Naomi Norvell bequeaths her raven hair and eyes to one who seems to
need them, Emalee Roth.
Item XXI
Oneta Davis wills her pleasant hours in the library to Katie Bell Krouse.
Item XXII
Pattie H. and Mary V. regretfully leave their "tete-a-tete in the physics
room, with certain boys, which we all know, to anyone who will use it to
good advantage.
Item XXIII
Cliff Norvell wishes to leave his "job" as sports editor to Harold Feinstein.
Item XXIV
Amelia Masserano does will and bequeath a nickle to Leroy Shivers, so
that he will not have to go around "borrowing" them from the girls.
Item XXV
Louis Sides and Doris Shroyer herein will their "little wit" to Dane Bottenfield.
Item XXVI
Hazel and Golden gladly relinquish their "effectivenss" to Henrietta
Bauman and Marietta Bramblett.
Item XXVII
Our motto, "Give to the World the Best You Have," is given to those
of the student body who are not mentioned herein, for this motto becomes
much better with use.
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Item XXVIII
Our creed which is" We Believe in Living Well, Laughing Often and
Loving Much, we leave to Miss England's 11-2 home room, for we believe

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hand and seal, this
twenty-eighth day of May, Anno Domini, one thousand nine hundred and
The class of 1929 (seal) signed, sealed and published in the presence of
Dorothy Mae Hayden, Bernice Trout and Mary Evelyn Ray.
DOROTHY HOLLAND, Testatrix.

they will live up to it.
Item XXIX
All our low grades, bad habits, such as parading the halls during
classes, and deportment grades, we do bequeath to the February, '30 class,
because we feel that they will make good use of same.
Item XXX
Lucia Starkey wills and bequeaths her permanent dismissal slip to Carl
Stanton.
Item XXXI
Christian Heinz leaves his cheery disposition and -his tardiness to Robert
Mantell.
Item XXXII
Frances Huffman and Bernice Trout will their rowdyism and their giggles
to Marjorie Raney and Ruth Miller, for we suppose they need them badly.
Item XXXIII
Maxyne leaves her proscratinating propensities, and that of powdering
her nose during the ninth period study hall, to Dora Woldofsky.
Item XXXIV
Doris Hornsby and Doris O'C. bequeath their extraordinary height to
Lucille Ragsdale and Elizabeth Tucker.
XXXV
Marjorie and Rebecca will their permanent place in the typing room
to Dorothy Moore and Clara Mae Houston.
Item XXXVI
Eugene and Harry leave their wonderful scientific ability, especially
in physics, to Albert Blumberg.
Item XXXVII
Beverly bequeaths his place as school pianist to Lucille Cronin.
Item XXXVIII
Maurice Z. and Maurice Notowich relinquish their favorite saying, "Let
Toof Do It," to whom it may concern.
Item XXXIX
Bess Thornley and Dorothy Bunnell will their charming dispositions
to Louise Clayton and Elizabeth Cox.
XL
Ruth Richartz leaves her Ford car,???? which runs when it is pushed, to
the Phi Theta Sigma Soroity, for its social affairs during the coming season.
Item XLI
Frances Huffman .takes great pleasure in leaving to Alice Howell and
Henrietta Bauman, a box of Milky Ways, on one condition, only that they
will not consume more than two a day.
Item XLII
We do constitute and appoint Henry Freeman, Louis Sides and Morris
Ziskind, sole executors of this, our last will and testament.
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TROUBLES
Troubles are like dark shawdows
That always come and go,
But why make worse the matters,
And hide the pretty rainbow.
But some are large and some are small,
Troubles come in many different ways,
But why let them ruin so many day;
Let's forget them all in all.
What's the use of pining,
And shedding bitter tears,
For every cloud has a silver lining,
And happiness will come through the years.
Don't take your troubles with a frown,
But look about and start to smile,
And you will see that all around,
Everything seems worth while.
Some have friends and true friends, too,
That want you to be happy and gay,
But some only make you blue
And hurt you in every way.
Smile and make the world brighter^
Because that's the only way to win,
And everyone's troubles will seem lighter,
And the skies will be blue again.
MAXYNE McLENDON.

*8?
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SPORTS OF '28 AND '29
The past sports' season was one Of great success considering the tough
breaks and injuries. Our year started off with our favorite, football.
The football team Of '28 was all primed for the championship of the
city aftd Would have wOh if Old Man Sard Luck hadn't butted in. Humes
never put her entire strength on the field in a single game.
The team was lining up strong at the beginning of the season. Then
we tasted our first hard luck. Robert Hill, regular end of the year before,
Hjoved out Of town and was lost for the season.
Our first game of the year was at Johesboro, Ark. They had a heavy
experienced team and With good teamwork won from tis. This game set us
on the right track showing us where we were weak.
Out first home game was With Central. We won this game by hard
football, but lost the services of Blumberg for four games. Blumberg col
lapsed in the second quarter but not before he sCored the winning touchdown.
The next week we played Catholic High. We lost this game by a close
score. With Blumberg in the lineup we would have won easy. About this
time we lost the services of Leroy Shivers. He was lost to the team on
account of studies. During this game Andy Will Minardi was injured
and we missed his brilliant playing for the following games.
Humes journeyed to Jackson, Tenn., for the next game and there won
the first out-of-town game in the history of Humes athletic career. It was
in this game that Coach Hiltpold discovered a very promising backfield man
in Jim Hooper. We will hear more from this boy in future years. The game
was won in the last quarterj Riker, who had just gone into the game, took
a pass from Hooper and stepped across the line for the only touchdown
of the game. Louis Sides was declared ineligible just before this game and
was out for a month.
The following week, M. U. S. was considered a cinch but they didn't
do anything but wreck our team. We won, but by the hardest. In this game
Bobby West and Cliff Norvell received fractured ribs, Malcolm Aitken a
sprained ankle, Jim Land a bruised hip, and Hank Beckendorf lost one of his
teeth.

WALTER S. HILTPOLD

We entered the Tech game with these five men still injured and minus
George Gregory, out on account of sickness. With these five men hurt
and minus Blumberg and Gregory, our chances were slim as the score
showed. Still there wasn't a better bunch of fighters in the world and they
fought 'till the last minute.
Next week we tied Messick in a hard-fought, evenly matched game. This
game furnished many thrills and heartaches. During the last quarter Messick
had Humes on the one foot line and four doWns to make it. The Tigers
lived up to their name by fighting with all they had to check the attack. In
this game we were still handicapped by old injuries and with a little rest we
all know the outcome would not have been a tie.
We finished our blaze of glory by beating South Side by a large score.
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Jim Land showed his ability to outplay any other end in the conference in
this game.
This year Humes placed only one man on the annual all-Memphis team.
Captain Cliff Norvell received this honor.
We are sure that the other men on our team are capable of making this
team. Little Andy "Strangler" Minardi was as good and as smart as any
quarterback in the city. Injuries kept him from outshining the others.
Malcolm "Stasiack" Aitken would have won a place easy, only he
played nearly every position on the team and was not at one place long
enough.
Jim Land was capable of making either end of this team. If seen by
others like those playing with him he would have been a cinch. v e^y
seldom a man gained around his end.
Six of last year's regulars will graduate this year and they will he missed
greatly. The following lineup is the one considered the first team with others
that played enough to get letters: West, left end; Norvell, left tackle;
Gregory or Spore, left guard; Miller, center; Sides or Bland, right guard;
Aitken, right tackle; Land, right end; Minardi, quarterback; Beckendorf,
right half; Lazarov, left half, and Blumberg or Hooper, fullback.
Others that played enough to almost be considered regulars were: Carl
Stanton, a flashy hard player. Carl was hurt during the season and had to
miss school one term. Bill Riker, also will develop into a star in another
year. Albert Blumberg, little end, will be a good man in future years. Goebel, Allen and Ogden will be back next year to try and win a place on the
team. John Miller, our towering center is captain next year. John is one
of the bedt centers in the city and with his experience and love of the game
should make one of the best captains in the city or that Humes has ever had.

have been different. The game eliminated Humes from further chances
for the championship.
We played Southwestern Varsity a second game and emerged on the
larger end of the score of 7 to 1. Jones and Beckendorf hurled well as the
score showed. Our next start defeated Tech, our old rivals, in a close and
interesting game that ended in favor of Humes, 3 to 0.
We then journeyed to Tunica, Miss., for a game with the Delta lads. By
winning this game it showed our superiorty over them by taking three out of
four games played with them in the last four years. Gregory led the. team
in hitting with four hits out of six tries.
Jones would have pitched a no hit game if some of his teammates hadn't
"loafed on him." The score was 14 to 2, and the game was played without
"three regulars. Riker, Hooper and Blumberg did not get to make the trip
on account of practice for the competitive drill. John Miller played a fine
game at first in Riker's place.
M. U. S. was next on our school schedule and we showed our old fight
by beating them 7 to 0. This game wasn't very interesting, but the pitching
of Beckendorf and the hitting of Aitken and West featured.
The last conference game of the year was a close, interesting game.
Catholic High with a young, inexperienced team showed plenty of fight and
the game was not won until the last man was out. "Choicy" Minardi showed
clever base running by swiping four satchels. Goebel played a nice game.
This year's team did not live up to what was expected of defending
champions. The team played good baseball but looked like they were a little
over cenfident and thought they' were a cinch to retain their title. The
team as a whole played well, but was weak at the bat.
Aitken lead his teammates with an average slightly under 500, followed
closely by Minardi and Norvell, just under the 400 mark. Gregory pulled
the most sensational catches by catching some most impossible liners that
may have cost the game.
This year of athletics was the last for Aitken, Gregory, Land, Spore,
Minardi, Sides, Blumberg, D. Jones and Norvell. This loss will be a terrible
blow to Coach Hiltpold and their places will be hard to fill in future years.
Of these mentioned all are in our graduating class but Spore and Minardi.
Spore quit school and Minardi does not graduate until February, but has
completed his four years of sports.
Coach Walter "Hurry-up" Hiltpold deserves a lot of credit for his making
good teams out of as little material as he had to work with. We seniors
hope that more will come out for the sports and help Coach Hiltpold put
Humes on top in future years.

BASEBALL
Humes High's baseball team started off the season with a bang, but
hit a slump about the middle of the season and lost her chances for the
championship.
In the first game of the year we defeated Southwestern Bobcats by the
large score of 17 to 6. The whole team showed a strong hitting strength.
In the next game and our first conference game the team was still hitting
on all nine by taking South Side into camp by the same score of the first
game.
The following week in the game with Central, Humes showed a complete
reverse of form, by falling down before Bradley, Central pitcher without a
single hit or run. The next day we p'ayed them a practice game and defeated
them by the score of 8 to 4, which goes to show that the best team does not
always win.
The same week Humes played Southwestern Varsity and the game ended
in a tie. Our next game was played under a handicap. Malcolm Aitken, our
captain and one of the best hitters in the conference, was out of the game
with blood poisoning. The game was with C. B. C. who, won by a small
score of 5 to 4. With the strength of Aitken's bat I think the score would
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BASKETBALL

SENIOR CALENDAR

(By Clifford Norvell)

March 1—Bunco party and dance at Maxyne McLendon's.
April 26—Bunco party and dance at Woodman's Hall, given by Oneta
Davis.

During basketball we were struck our hardest blow of hard luck. "Monk"
Minardi, our captain elect, Wrenched his knee in the first day of practice and
was lost for the season.

Minardi paired with Land, make the best forwards

in the conference.
We lost our first game to Tech by a close margin of three points.

The

game was hard fought and was not won until the last minutes of p'a-y.
Our next start we defeated Messick in a fast, and interesting game.
Then we defeated South Side in another interesting game.

Our next game

with South Side was a surprise with Humes being on the losing end of the
Messick again was turned back by fighting Tigers.

This game wd§ very

close, the winner was not decided until late minutes of the game.
The next game was with Tech and proved to be the best game of the
year. The game ended up like a novel.

The g;me was not won until twenty-

five seconds before the game was over.

The score was 31 to 30, with twenty-

five seconds to go.
turmoil.

Tech called time out and the crowd was all up in a

Seconds seemed like minutes and minutes like hours.

referee blew his whistle and the game continued.
off and tapped it to Land.

Finally the

May 3—Senior Day. Box party at Pantages. Barnyard dance at Ruth
Richartz's home.
May 8—Luncheon given by Humes' cooking classes.
May 9—Box party at Orpheum Theater, given by 12-1's.
May 10—Dance given by Phi Theta Sigma Sorority at home of Maxyne
McLendon.
May 17—Dance given by Doris Shroyer at her home.
May 23—Dance at Woodman's Hall, given by Doris O'Connor, Jewel
Charalan, Vera Mae Steiger and Eleanor Ledbetter.
May 28—Class Day. Box party given at Orpheum Theater, given by
Dave Blumberg and Freida Wainman.
May 31—Dance at Woodman's Hall.
June 2—Baccaloureate sermon by Rev. Clo'vis Chappell.
June 3—Party given by P.-T. A.
June 4—Class play.
June 6—Graduation night. Reception after graduation, given by the
class sponsors.
June 7—Alumnae night.

Beckendorf got the tip

Land dribbled in and shot but missed.

SENIOR STATISTICS

The ball

bcuneed off of the back board and Land following in tapped it with both
hands and it fell true in the basket.

This put us ahead and on the next play

Tech fouled Aitken and he shot another to beat them by two points.
During the season counting games in the public school league, HumeS
won four and lost two.

U

Playing schools in the M. I. C., Humes beat C. B. C.,

the city scholastic champions; M. U. S., and lost to Central.
In the city tournament we lost our first game to Tech and this elimi
nated us from futhur play. Humes had a well balanced team with no stars
with the exception of Land, who led the team in points.
The loss of a gym to practice in played a large part in the showing
we made. Humes was doped out to be one of the strongest teams in the
conference and was, but without a place t opractice no team can be good.
We had to go way out to the Fair Grounds to practice and at that in a cold
building with no showers and an asphalt floor.
Humes did not place a man on the all-Memphis basketball team, but Jim
Land should have won a place. Every man on the team received honorable
mention. The following team was the one that represented Humes during
the basketball season of '28 and '29: Land, forward; Gregory, forward;
Beckendorf, center; Norvell, guard, and Aitken, guard.
Others'that played in a good many games were: Hooper, Miller, D.
Jones, Goebel, D. Blumberg and A Blumberg.

Oldest Member

Dody Jones

Youngest Member
Class Heavyweight
Class Featherweight
Greatest Gossip
Biggest Flirt
Most Studious Member
Most Noted Athlete
Proudest Member
Laziest
Most Noted Orator
Giddiest Girl
Class Fop
Most Conceited
Prettiest
Wittiest
Loudest Speaker
Biggest Talker

Mary E. Ray
Malcolm Aitken
Rebecca Buring
Dot Holland
Jewel Charlan
Beverly Quekemeyer
Cliff Norvell
Dave Blumberg
Dorothy May Hayden
Freida Wainman
Hazel Fuson
Ed Cook
Golden Seats
Naomi Norvell
Louis Sides
Ben Solomon
Doris Shroyer

First M. D.—I have a few nice cases of pre-war neuralgia.
Second M. D.—How much do you want for one?
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JINGLES FROM THE JUNIOR DRAMATIC CLUB

Our seniors are going away,
We surely do wish they would stay,
But they must go to college
To get some more knowledge—
We'll miss them more everyday.

THE SPIRIT OF HUMES
By Dorothy Mae Hayden
O! Peace and wisdom that thou are,
Shine for us as one bright star,
One bright star to light the way
Throughout every single day.

Now what will we do without Dave?
Any crisis our big Blumberg can save;
Athletics—debating,
On the ladies waiting;
Some college over him will rave.

Through the day and through the week,
Months, yes years, they all shall speak—
Speak of things thou hast foretold;
Thou gave us wisdom all we hold.

How we'll miss Amelia's talents and skills—
She can do anything that she wills,
In writing or acting
Or playing or attracting;
Losing her is one of our worst ills.

Thou art monarch great o'er all,
O'er thy room and winding halls,
O'er them we so often tread
Room to room where thou hast lead.

Elise Ellison carries off a big part
Of the adoring Humes High School heart,
And our Malcolm Aitken—
We don't like awakin'
To realities when he does depart.
Who'll debate when our Freida is gone?
Fill the place that our Ed Cook has won?
We can't do without Beverly,
He does things so cleverly,
And we'll want back our Hazel Fuson.
We do want Doris Shroyer to stay,
Yet we must see her go on away;
Her laugh and her greetings,
Her jokes and her readings—
There'll be none like her for many a day.

Thou, 0 Spirit, Spirit wise,
Thou hast carried off the prize,
Thou hast won o'er all the rest—
Spirit of Humes, thou art the best.

THE COMPETITIVE DRILL
One great day of the school year
Is when the crowd meets to cheer.
At Hodges Field the good old colors fly
For Tech, Central, South Side and Humes High.
The boys on the field march to and fro,
Always wearing a cheerful smi'e.
The companies drill again and again,
Until the inspectors decide who are the best men.

Jimmie Land is leaving us, too,
Minus him, whatever'lll we do?
And our Eugene Bence
Will soon be hence—
And Naomi Norvell's going—Oh, Boo-Hoo.

Loud cheers from all the schools ring,
In hopes that their company the victory will bring.

We're sad and we're glad as we see them depart,
So proud yet could mourn right out loud
For Humes loves each one dearly,
And her students see quite clearly
That tho' their going is a sadness,
Yet their achieving brings a gladness
And a love and joyful triumph
As they from their cherished Alma Mater part.

When some schools have struggled all in vain,
They'll remember with hope that they'll meet there again.

For the first time in eigth years
By losing Tech leaves in tears.

And Central leaves Hodges happy and gay,
Because they have won the drill of the day.
Then good Humes High goes smi'ing away,
Because they've won second honors this May.
LOUISE STANFIELD, 9-2 E.
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9-2 CLASS OFFICERS
We could not get along without our officers. They are wide awake,
studious, ambitious, helpful members of our junior high graduating class. We
feel greatly honored by having such boys as these to hold offices in our
class.
Tom Kelley, our president, although small in statue, would be missed
in the various activities in which he participates. He is a member of the
orchestra club, has won the L. C. Humes awards for the highest average
of his class two terms and has been on the honor roll all this term since
he has entered the school again. It was necessary that he leave our school
for an out-of-town one, but upon re-entering he immediately resumed his
work in the same way.
Frank Bryant, our vice-president, has taken his share of the honors
in the years he has been at Humes. He has had a chance to attend honor
banquets and is still achieving good grades. When anyone wants an allround dependable boy, they can count on Frank.
Edwin Meeks, our secretary, would win a place in the hearts of his
classmates anywhere he went. He, like the others, is a remarkable student.
Edwin is a boy who tries to do his part in anything he is assigned to do.
As has been proved in the class meetings, all these boys have filled
their places, but will advance as they go through school. It is to be hoped
when we are receiving our final diploma from Humes, three years from now,
we will have the same officers with better records, if possible, guiding us as
The students wish them much success, fame and happiness as they jour
ney onward toward their respective goals.
MARY KATHERINE SHOFFNER.

OUR WHO'S WHO
"Has anybody here seen Kelly?" Everybody had seen Kelly as the
votes showed. The Kelly family, Jane and Tom, hung up four more trophies in
the "who's who" contest. Miss Jane Kelly was the prettiest and most attrac
tive girl, while her brother, Tom, was the most popular and handsomest
boy.
Dainty and petite Dorothy Moore was elected the most popular girl with
a vote of thirty-two. Mary Katherine Shoffner was elected smartest girl, and
Emile Grosbart, smartest boy. Cornelia Tant is the wittiest girl with James
Robert Masey, the promising young author, as a pal. Miss Leah Malkin
came through with forty-three votes to to win the best all-around girl, and
Phil Jordan, of all-Memphis fame, was the best all-around boy. Master
Gordon Billions, recently of Snowden but of Humes before, became the most
attractive boy.
FRANK BRYANT.
The Humes' Parent-Teachers are going to give us a lovely theater party.
We wish to thank them for their interest in us, and theid kindness to us.

AN OUTLOOK ON LIFE
Flowers growing in the gardens of today
Will be forgotten by tomorrow,
So it is with the people
Everyday and everywhere,
Who of life must have their share.
In the long run it will not pay
To sit and sit and sorrow.
We who are here today
Are often forgotten by tomorrow,
By cruel friends and an unkind world,
Like a stone into a chasm hurled;
So it is that we're cast away—
But do not sit and sorrow.
Then let us hasten to fill
Each and every moment with joy and good deeds,
And our garden of the past will ne'er be covered with the weeds
Of discord—Though our friends desert us,
Yes, true—they even hurt us—
Though they do not care,
Then why should we?
Do your best, and take a dare;
Enjoy life and let it be worthwhile.
Life is what we make it, so
Do your very best and go
Where life with the best friends are to be had;
Where you will know good from bad.
So let us enjoy life, friends, and spring
While we may—That is the only thing.
The world today is all blossom and bud
With the golden promises of the coming season.
Dream while you may, of the mirth and beauty
Of the world today, in all its fine splendor;
Flowers adorn nook, corner and crevice, that's the reason
That it is your real duty
To enjoy and make the best of things, or—
You will fall to the earth with a thud.
—ELEANOR KITZMAN.
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WHAT HUMES HIGH MEANS TO ME
AND WHAT I HOPE TO MEAN TO HUMES
Thoughts cannot bring to me the many things that Humes really means
to me. To me, Humes is an ideal school. It is a big business where the
teachers and students co-operate to uphold and upbuild true Americanism.
My whole future depends largely upon my conduct in this great "business."
In this day of science and invention, a thorough education is needed be
fore success can be attained. Success may not mean the accumulation of
great wealth but the way in which you use your life to count for something
worthwhile.
Humes is my hope for success. It is the foundation upon which "I will
build my future. In the building of anything a good substantial foundation
is necessary if it is successful. I alone can determine whether or not my
foundation for success is strong. By working hard and co-operating with
my fellow students and teachers, I hope to build a foundation upon which I
can build success. Humes means to me the basis of my later life.
I would like very much to mean as much to Humes as Humes means to
me, but this cannot be. I would like to conduct myself in- such a maner
that Humes would be proud to have me as a student. I would ever uphold
the honor and name of Humes, the greatest of all schools. I would never mar
the name of Humes. I would respect and honor her teachers, always working
with them. I would be a boy that Humes could trust. In all my undertak
ings, I would do the right thing and be worthy of her teachings.
TOM KELLEY,
President Junior High Class, 1929.

HOW WE WORK TOGETHER
The teachers of the 9-2's have shown themselves willing to allow the
pupils to use their own discretion in handling matters to a large extent.
This does much to develop initiative and co-operation between teacher and
pupil. All matters have been referred to a direct vote of the pupils before
being decided on.
The officers are advised by the teachers, but at the same time all com
mittees are appointed by the officers. The "stuntday committee" decided
on a stunt that would at the same time provide for the class amusement
and not take any honor cf "Costume Day" away from the senior class.
Again we see the teachers have helped us to get things right.
FRANK BRYANT.
Person eating—What the dickens is this?
Waiter—Strawberry shortcake, why?
Person eating—Well, you told the truih, is sure is short of something.
A man went into a cafe, sat down to eat, while the waiter was serving
him, he said: "Hey, waiter, your meat is like the weather, too dry!"
Waiter—Yea, your account is like the weather, too unsettled.

LIFE AFTER GRADUATION
So many of us think of graduation from high school as the end of our
cares and worries.

Why we do this I don't know, because in reality, gradua

tion is only the beginning of the life that we've been preparing for in our
twelve years in school.
The fortunate few will enter college in the Fall, and will bring new
honors to Humes by their splendid work both in studies and in athletics
We hope that those who go will realize their responsibility in upholding the
name and reputation of Humes and will try their best to make Humes gradu
ates top the lists of college honor pupils.
The greater part of the class will go to work. This has been the main
object of their education, and they are able to go right on, thanks to the
efficient work of the commercial department. One thing we ask of this
division and that is to remember that when you say you are a graduate of
Humes your future conduct will ever be a joy or sorrow, a credit or discredit
to Humes and your beloved teachers.
No matter into what walk of life you enter after June 6, just remember
that Humes is eagerly watching your progress, rejoicing in your achievements,
sympathizing with you when disappointed and ever wishing you luck and
happiness.

HONESTY
Honesty is the most desirable characteristic in any person's, life It
is one of the foundation stones on which to build character, the lack of
which makes a life drab and useless.
Honesty to God comes first. This involves all our true principles and
brings out the best parts of our natures.
Honesty to self comes next. With Shakespeare we repeat: "To thine
own self be true and it must follow as the day, the night. Thou canst not
then be false to any man."
If we were able to deceive ourselves, we should never be able to de
ceive others.
Honesty to our fellowmen is our next consideration. This not only means
not stealing, but also living up to the principles which we know are best.
Flattery is one of the most dishonest means of gaining one's way.
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IS YOUR CLUB ON THE HONOR ROLL?

percentage of their membership on their programs. Their reports, however,
give evidence of good work. These clubs are given honorable mention, and
it is hoped that another year they will attain to the honor roll.

During the year 1928-1929 thirty clubs were organized at Humes. Every
department of the school was represented, many outside "hobbies" found
their places in the list, and several city-wide and nation-wide organizations
had affiliated groups amongst the clubs, such as the Memphis Recreation De
partment, Girl Reserves and Girl Scouts. The club work ended May 9.
Secretaries and sponsors handed in reports to the faculty club committee,
showing evidence of a very successful year. In the opinion of the committee,
club officers, sponsors and members are to be congratulated.
Last fall it was decided to keep a record of the work of the clubs and to
establish an honor roll. The list was to include clubs rating 85 per cent
and above on the following scale:
1. Handing in program on time
30%
2. Value of programs in view of purpose stated by club..
_...;30%
3. Percentage of club members who have taken part in club
programs during term
30%
4. Service to school or community
Total
100%
The committee takes great pleasure and pride in publishing below the
Honor Roll of Clubs, 1928-1929:
HONOR ROLL

Woodcraft Club—Howard Boaz, president; Norwood Bilger, secretary;
Mr. Freeman, sponsor.
7-1A, 7-2A History Club—Jess Cavaness, president; Pearl Milstein, sec
retary; Miss McCleary, sponsor.
Math Wrinkles—Aubrey Smith, president; Burnie Byall, secretary; Miss
England, sponsor.
Humes History Club—Warren Maddox, president; Mary K. Sawyer,
secretary; Miss Scrivener, sponsor.
Picture Eskers—Mary K. Shoffner, president; Earl McCarroll, secretary;
Miss Hess, sponsor.
Forum Latinum—Marjorie Fuson, president; Rae Reeves, secretary; Miss
Almond, sponsor.
Debating Club—Izzy Karchmer, president; Dora Woldofsky, secretary;
Miss Schilling, sponsor.
7-1G Literature Club—Abe Kriger, president; Dorothy Summerville, secre
tary; Miss Geraghty, sponsor.
The Junior Dramatic Club—Yetta Ridblatt, president; Helen Jasper, sec
retary; Miss Richmond, sponsor.
Orchestra—Julia Treason, concert miester; Grace Little, librarian; Miss
Alexander, sponsor.
Humes Junior Health Club—Mary Dancy, president; Belle Gee, secre
tary; Miss Fawcett, sponsor.
A number of clubs came near the 85 per cent mark. They failed to
hand in their programs on time, perhaps, or they did not mention any ser
vice rendered school or community; or, perhaps, they did not use a sufficient
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HONORABLE MENTION

Girl Scouts—Patrol leaders, Martha Swarner, Mamie Gathings, Lynwood Leggett; sponsor, Miss Johnson.
Girl Reserves (Senior)—President, Nancy Todd; secretary, Doris Hornsby; sponsors, Miss Bessie Dye and Miss Mary F. Lowry.
Purple and White Readers' Club—President, Dorothy Moore; secretary,
Betty Seavy; sponsor, Miss Pearce.
Know Your City—President, Dema Cassandra; secretary, William
Grider; sponsor, Miss Walker.
Another important group includes clubs which have good reports but
which are not in line for the honor roll under the conditions outlined, as they
were not organized to have programs but to use the club period as an ex
tension of a class period, that is, for extra class work. Here we find the fol
lowing:
Know Account Club—President, Joseph Long; secretary, Reta Chapman;
sponsor, Miss Fisher.
Typing Club—President, Doris Shroyer; secretary, Virginia Harris; spon
sor, Miss Pilkington.
Special Shop—President, Harry Vaughn; secretary, Eugene Bence; spon
sor, Mr. Shoffner.
Cooking—Sponsor, Miss Noetzel.
Bookkeeping Boosters—Sponsor, Miss Robinson.
Needle and Thread Club—Sponsor, Miss Tomlinson.
Recreation Dancing Club—Under direction Memphis Park Commission.
There is a definite place for this type of club and some very excellent
work has been accomplished by pupils registered there.
ELEANOR RICHARDSON,
LORIECE PEARCE,
ELSA A. SCHILLING,
Faculty Committee on Clubs.

SPIRIT
A group of youngsters, such as the 9-2 class is composed of, directly
reflect the spirit of the school they attend. Spirit cannot be artificial. It
is a spontaneous and powerful influence. Not only on the field of sport,
but in the school room is spirit shown. A pupil with a good school spirit
will do all he can to aid his school and teachers.
It is pupils of this brand who compose our 9-2 class. There is not
a slacker or "holder-back" in the whole group. We wonder if it were
not our home room teachers, Miss Pearce, Miss Hess, Miss Allmond, Miss
Conger, Miss Crebs and Miss Dye, who made our class so. They have tuck to
the pupils through good grades and bad.
FRANK BRYANT.
Waiter (serving)—Look's like rain.
Man—Yes, and it tastes like dishwater.
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A FRIEND OF HUMES
Phone 2-1441

1430 Jackson

Hot Rolls Twice Daily

RED SEAL

DIXIE BAKERY
Wedding Cakes and Party
Orders Our Specialty
K. F. Limberg

Memphis Tenn.

CHARCOAL
Compliments
of
Jones Brothers

Made in Memphis

W. B. MATTHEWS
Mr. Matthews, president of the For
est Products' Chemical Company, has
won a place in the hearts of the
Humes students by his great gener
osity toward the school. Mr. Mat
thews donated to the school all of the
baseball uniforms and also gave a
donation so that the Humes girls
could go to Asheville, to the State
Music Association. We want to take
this opportunity to thank Mr. Mat
thews for all he has done for Humes.
Ruth R.—Why don't you bob your
hair?
Hazel F.—I can't decide whether to
make it look like a whiskbroom or a
feather duster!
"Say, Dody, I think a wheel is com
ing off!"
"Okeh with me, Oneta, I'm kinda
tired of that out-of-gas gag myself!"

Compliments
of

«$•

Forest Products

f

|

•
t

|
!
I
will

"Is my wife home?"
"No. Who shall I say called?"

It will be a Scotchman who
find a way to condense shampoo suds
back into soap.

MANUFACTURED BY

Anderson-Tully
and Company

v
?

Compliments
of
Miss Lenehan
8-2 E
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J

Chemical Company

f
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%
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MEMPHIS, TENN.
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HUMES STUDENTS ELSEWHERE
February, 1929 Class
Bradow, Leslie—Going to U. T. in fall.
Goldberg, Fred—Going to U. T. in fall.
Lazarov, Herman—Building Contractors. Going to U. T. in September.
Loskove, Isaac—Abe, Arthur Loskove Insurance Co.
Loskove, Isaac—Abe, Artuh Loskove Insurance Co.
Smith, Frank—Sears-Roebuck. (Mail order department.)
Taylor, William—Union and Planters Bank.
Wein, Louis—Gentleman of leisure.
Weiss, Morris—Mr. L. Weiss, Grocery.
Wirt, George—Hobo in Arkansas.
Nemetz, Max—Fox Pelletier International Detective Agency, Columbian
Mutual Tower, Memphis.
Elk, Lillie—Macon and Andrews Business College.
Graham, Joyce—West Tennessee State Teachers' College.
(Making
good.)
Groves, Evelyn—West Tennessee State Teachers' College. (Making
good.)
Johnsey, Louise—Lady of leisure, 776 Woodlawn.
Plesofsky, Hannah—West Tennessee State Teachers' College.
Strong, Sara—Miller Hawkins' Secretarial School, City.
Sweeney, Pauline—Blankenship's Bakery.
An old gentleman saw a small boy having trouble with the large melon
he was trying to eat.
"Too much melon, isn't it Tommy?" he asked, humorously.
"No sir," answered the lad. "Not enough boy!"
Country Grocer—What would you suggest as material for a hot dog
stand.
Clever Friend—A rustic affair of dogwood covered with bark.
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Doris O'C.—What's the differenct
between a girl and a horse?
Doris O'C.—I'll bet you have some
great dates!
Soph—Ouch, I just bumped my
crazy bone!
Senior—Never mind, just comb you
hair different and the bump won't
show.
Mrs. Bacon—Who was king of
France during the Revolution?
Hank B.—Louis the thirteenth—no,
the fifteenth—no, the fourteenth—
no, the—well, anyhow, he was in his
teens.
"Doris Hornsby just got back from
New York. She says she had her eye
brows plucked."
"Ain't them city crooks smart?
Thinking of swiping a thing like that."

D. R. AITKEN
Cut Stone
Contractor
Office and Yard:
18 Lane Ave.

2-7798

Residence:
>5 Forrest Ave.

6-3052

One of the embarrassing moments;
After having told the girl it's your
own car, not knowing how to make
the windshield wiper work.
Macbeth—Make haste, old women,
make haste.
he hree Witches—All right, Mac,
all right, we'll bewitch'a in a minute.
Beaming Father—Yes, I named my
three daughters Faith, Hope and
Charity.
Mr. Pressgrove (stuck for the eve
ning with the heavyweight)—And the
greatest of these is Charity.
Freida W.—Was it much of a neck
ing party?
Sleuth Freidman—Was it! Before
the dance the hostess announced:
"Everyone chews his partner!"

Chas. V. York

Cordra York

YORK ARMS CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Distributors

SPORTING GOODS
162 South Main Street
Fourth Store South of Loew's
Branch Store

»BLI)FF120-22-24
CIFYMACISONAVEA\empniSENGRAVING CO.
,jM
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The over weight woman was being
watched by two boys as she stepped
on the scales, The machine registered
75 pounds.
"Gosh, Bill, she's hollow!"

114 Madison Ave.
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Scalawags

Compliments
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"The jig is up," said the doctor, as
the patient with St. Vitus dance died.
Copper—What's the big idea?
George G. (stewed)—I lost my key.
Copper—Well?
George G.—I'm making believe I'm
a letter and trying to slip under the

T. F. HUDSON |
I
4>
Best wishes to the Senior J
Graduates

from

their

younger fellows
THE JUNIORS OF 1929

We Tog the Athlete

MILITARY ARMS
STORE
Harold Davis, Vice-President
; 121 N. Main

6-7715

t

Little Brother—Yah, I saw you kiss
my sister!
Dorothy M. Hayden's boy friend
(hurriedly)— Ah-er-here's a quartetr.
Little Brother—And here's ten
cents change. One price to all; that's
the way I do business.
Malcolm A.—Coach got some new
water proof pants for the football

Elise E.—Cliff had on one of these
William Tell ties this week-end.
Dorothy H.—What might that be?
Elise E.—You know, the kind you
can pull back on the bow, release and
hit the apple. Ain't you heard of
them?
Parting Advice—Put a little water
>n the comb!
I'd sure like
To smack the clown
Who insists on shouting
"I faw down!"
"Behold, Sibthorpe, is that a pa
rade yonder?"
"Nay, Agememmon, 'tis but an Ital
ian out for a walk with his family?"

We have climbed to the top,
not by pulling others down
but by carefully stepping
over them

Mary E. R.—I had a former Rus
sian general at my feet last night!
Bernice .—Gosh, are those birds
shining shoes now?

2-2135

Golden S.—Why do they call those
Indians "braves?"
Jimmie L.—Haven't you ever seen
their squaws?
Eugene B.—So she wouldn't lay
her head on your shoulder?
J. W. Wells—No, her hair didn't
match my suit.

She was only the skipper's daught
er, but, boy, how she knew the holds.
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> ALWAYS LOOK YOUR BEST
|

Naomi N.—Two weeks ago I re
fused to marry Bert and he's been
drunk ever since.
Cliff N.—That boy never did know
when to stop a celebration.

J. F. MAY
Berber Shop

i

t 294 Chelsea

!
|

Near 7th St. £

| MYERS PAPER ]
| COMPANY
:
X

«

£ DeSoto Station, Box 2693 ;

Doris S.—Oh, the big babies.

SUCCESS
LAUNDRY

1000 Jefferson

Benny Solomon—Oh, I just hit my
crazy bone.
Eleanor L.—You poor boy. You
must hurt all over.

£

Harry Vaughn (asking for a dance)
—Say, lousy, how about the next
crawl?
Mary V.—I hear the zoologists
found a lamb in South America that
could run forty miles per hour!
Patty H.—That's the only kind of
lamb that could keep up with Mary
nowadays!

£

Memphis, Tenn.

}

May hard earned success £

£

come to each

T

£

| June, 1929 Senior £
|

Mrs. Shroyer—What are you tak
ing the mirror out of the car for?
Mr. Shroyer—Oh, just to be on the
safe side.
Mrs. Shroyer—How so?
Mr. Shroyer—Doris is going to
drive the car today!

|10-1 A

Christian H.—Dad, are flies, flies
because they fly?
Dad—I suppose so.
Christian—Are fleas, fleas because
they flee?
Dad—Sure, what of it?
Christian—I told teacher bees are
bees because they be and she kept me
in after school.

•••H* *:-5-

from

j

Room 314 £

£

£

£

£ Succes and happiness to the £

|
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£

from the

£

£ 11-2 A

|11-2 B

Room 112 J
and

£

Room 307|
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"Come and dine with me tomorrow
evening, old man.'
"I'm afraid I can't; I'm going to
see Hamlet."
"Never mind; bring him along."

CLASS

|

OF
FEBRUARY, 1930 !
<.%.%.%v*1*vvv*!**1*v%•v«x*v v •

COLONIAL SHOE
REBUILDERS
We Make our Shies Look
Like New
FREE DELIVERY
1420 Jackson Ave.

7-9123

COMPLIMENTS OP

7-1 C Literature
Miss Geraghty, Sponsor

W. B. Henderson
Pure Milk and Cream
QUALITY AND SERVICE

What Next?
Golfer (looking at pretty young
thing in golf pants)—It's terrible the
way that the young girls dress nowa
days!
Second Golfer—That, sir, is my
daughter!
First Golfer—I beg your pardon, I
didn't know you were her father.
Second Golfer—I'm not; I'm her
mother.
"Are you the groom?" asked the
bewildered old gentleman at a very
elaborate wedding.
"No, sir," was the reply of the em
barrassed young man. "I was elimi
nated in the preliminary try-out."
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Talk about some fast acting, you
should see a Hawiian dancer with her
grass skirt on fire.
Hubby—I've just deposited $50 to
>ur joint checking account, dear.
Wife—Fine. Now we have got $5
n the bank.
Son—Daddy, what are those things
on the trees?
Daddy—They are knot holes.
Son—If they are not holes, what
are they?
It's a wonderful thing for women,
The popular permanent wave;
Now it's up to some struggling inven
tor,
To get out a permanent shave.

COMPLIMENTS OF

•5*
£

N. P. Ledbetter, Prop.

Let Us Give You Brake
Service

|
201 Washington

Automobile Laundry
Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Texaco Gas and Oil; Battery
Rebuilding; Willard Batteries;
Vulcanizing
j

We Solicit Your Business

* 1373 JACKSON AT WATKINS

|

8-1331

E. F. DICKERSON :

SEATS TIRE AND
BATTERY CO.
Greasing and Polishing

Near Adams

|Ledbetter Service
S
Garage

Geo. F. Seats
Phone 7-9397
Residence 6-5327-J

Lady (in a pet store)—I. like this
dog, but his legs are too short.
Salesman—Too short! Why, mad
am, they all four reach the floor.

A Scotchman was seen frying his
bacon in Lux to keep it from shrink-

$ 124 N. Main
%

Klinke Bros. Dairy
and Ice Cream Co.

Customer—When I got this bot
tle of tonic home and read the label,
I brought it back.
Druggist—That's a good tonic.
Customer—Maybe it is, but it says
on the bottle "For Adults" and that's
something I never had in my life.

Phone 6-5482-M

$ Perkins Shoe Co.

%
•

Tom—Bill did you hear that story
about the Scotchman who left fifteen
cents change on the counter?
Bill—No.
Tom—You never will.

Mr. Winifield—What is a net?
Malcolm Aitken—Holes tied to
gether with strings!

% "Better Shoes for Less"

$

Prescription
Druggist

•
i

Thomas and Chelsea

j

Memphis, Tenn.

j

Phone 6-7710

| E. L. "Bernie"
|
Klenke
2

?

| THE GOLDEN RULE

|

f

PLUMBER

£ 641 Keel

t

|

Memphis, Tenn. f
|
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'•}. "—and the invitation
engraved by Toof'
!1
One of the evidences of a perfect social function.
;;
The invitation is most expressive. It reflects careful
;; preparation or marked indifference.

ll

?
;;

The Toof engraved invitation has the distinction of be
ing the standard of excellence and reflects elegance and
refinement in every detail.

S. C. Toof & Co.
MEMPHIS

1

SPEEDWAY PHARMACY

1;;

|

t

t

1011-1013 Jackson Ave.

J
|
|

Phones 6-0823—6-1517—6-9478

|

MASSERANO AND COMPANY

!

HUMANITY SERVICE STATION

GROCERIES AND MEATS
Phones 6-0201, 6-0211

Jackson and Decatur

1
+%

